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What is the current climate?
Ethics in Advancement & Advancement Services
How do you build/gain trust?
Accountability in Advancement Services
Creating Metrics
IRS Areas of Interest
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PERCEPTIONS OF HOW NONPROFIT SECTOR IS DOING–BY AGE
"In general, do you think the nonprofit sector . . . is on the right track or has pretty
seriously gotten off in the wrong direction?"
Base: All adults

Age
Total

18–24

25–29

30–39

40–49

50–64

65+

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Right
track

30

36

38

35

33

29

21

Wrong
direction

32

16

19

23

34

38

37

Not sure

38

48

43

41

33

33

42

Note: Percentages may not add up exactly to 100% due to rounding.
2006 Harris Poll ®
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Brookings Institution, 2008 Report on Charitable Confidence
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Philanthropic Giving Index dropped from 93.7 in 2007 to
63 3 iin 2008
63.3
2008, b
but now up to 71
71.1
1 iin 2010
2010. S
Still
ill a llong way
to go
More and more NPOs are having difficulty getting
donors to give year after year
According to Target Analytics there has been a 5-year
decline in total donor counts – but offset by higher per
donor contributions
More and more money is being spent replacing those
“lost” donors
So why is this happening?
Competition is one of our greatest threats
5
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Uncertainty about the war in Iraq did impact
contributions according to the Center on
Philanthropy
We need to focus on new issues







Board and volunteer leadership
Reduced staff and high turnover
Pressure to show immediate results – the “low-hanging
fruit” dilemma

Regulatory pressures are going to have the greatest
impact
Need to PROVE we are ethical and accountable
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Questions to which you need to be able to answer “YES”
for courtesy and accountability to the Donor
 Do they know where their money goes?
 Do they know how much it costs your organization to
raise $1?
 Do they know about your “gift tax,” if any?
 Do you provide them with financial reports?
 Do you have an ‘open door’ policy where they can
contact you with
i h questions/concerns?
i
/
?
 Do you track how they wish to be acknowledged?
 Do you send them annual endowment reports?
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2010 State of the Nonprofit Industry Survey:







42 p
percent
r nt off d
donors
n r require
r uir updates
upd t on
n how
h
their
th ir
contributions are spent - that’s up from 30-33% in 2006-2008
60 percent of donors require that their contributions be
restricted to a specific purpose - that is up dramatically
from 36-42% in 2006-2008
15% of organizations began proactive communication on
h
how
d
donations
i
were spent last
l year - brings
bi
the
h totall
percent of organizations doing this to 78%
17% of organizations began proactive communication on
impact of programs last year - brings that total to 83%
9
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Increased scrutiny of reporting practices


Math Lessons: To Boost Donor Numbers, Colleges Adopt New Tricks; Sinking
Alumni Stats, Zeal for Rankings Spur Rate Inflation,
Daniel Golden. Wall Street Journal. (Eastern edition). New York, N.Y.: Mar 2, 2007. pg. A.1



Rankings Methodology Hurts Public Institutions,
Martin van der Werf. The Chronicle of Higher Education. May 25, 2007



A U.S. News Effect on College Funding?
Elia Powers, Inside Higher Ed., Mar 2, 2007
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http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/info-alumchrtbk0703-1.html
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Trust in the institution
Independent Sector Statement of Values and Code of
Ethics for Nonprofit and Philanthropic
Organizations
 ePhilanthropy Ethics Policy




Trust in the individual
CASE Statement of Ethics (endorsed by the
Association of Advancement Services Professionals)
 Code of Ethical Principals
p and Standards of
Professional Practice for several professions
 AASP Statement of Ethics




Donors do have rights!
24
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Excerpted from the CASE Statement of Ethics:
 Promote the merits of your organization without
disparaging other institutions
 Words and actions embody respect for truth,
fairness, free inquiry, and the opinions of others
 Respect
p and have tolerance for diversity
y
 Uphold the professional reputation of
development officers, and give credit for ideas,
works, or images created by others
25







Safeguard privacy rights and confidential
information
Do not grant or accept favors for personal gain
o d actua
e t co
cts o
te est
Avoid
actual o
or appa
apparent
conflicts
of interest
Follow the letter and spirit of the law

26
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Central to the mission of the Association of
Advancement Services Professionals (AASP):
“Ethics and Accountability: Establish, affirm,
and articulate the best standards of ethical
practice for all advancement services
professionals, both as individuals and as
members of professional staff at their
respective nonprofit organizations.”

27





Formal Ethics Committee founded by Jonathan
Lindsey (retired from Baylor)
The current committee:







Lisette Clem (Bryant University, RI), Chair
Lynne Becker (eAdvancement Services, FL)
Wendy Gasparri (Umass Memorial Foundation)
Jaime Porter (NPR
(NPR, DC),
DC) Board Liaison

First formal policy developed and approved in 2010:

28
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Advancement Services Professionals, by virtue of
their responsibilities within the advancement
community, establish, affirm and articulate the best
standards of ethical practice, both as individuals and
members of professional staff at their respective
nonprofit organizations. They have a special duty to
exemplify the best qualities of their institutions and
to observe the highest standards of personal and
professional conduct. By example, Advancement
Services professionals encourage their colleagues to
embrace and practice these ethical principles and
standards.
29



Confidentiality





They safeguard
Th
f gu rd privacy
pri
right
rights and
nd confidential
nfid nti l
information, balancing an individual’s right to privacy with
the needs of their institutions to collect, analyze, record,
maintain, use and disseminate information.
They follow the letter and spirit of laws and regulations
safeguarding biographical and financial constituent data.
Th observe
They
b
these
h
standards
d d and
d others
h
that
h apply
l to their
h i
profession and actively encourage colleagues to join them
in supporting the highest standards of conduct regarding
privacy rights and confidentiality.
30
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Integrity





They are accountable to internal and external constituents,
constituents
maintaining transparency and honesty.
They are responsible stewards of the resources (human,
financial, capital, et al) entrusted to their care.
They are committed to excellence and to maintaining the
trust of their staff and constituency.
They
y respect
p the worth and dignity
g y of individuals,,
recognizing their unique and valuable contributions at all
levels within the Advancement organization, and
demonstrate concern for the interests and well-being of
individuals affected by their actions.
31



Service







They
y create p
positive interactions with internal and external constituents
and offer the necessary tools and solutions to achieve the organization’s
fundraising goals and objectives. They continuously improve systems
and procedures in their provision of professional services, resources,
and solutions.
They partner with their peers to achieve the goals and objectives of the
Advancement organization.
They maintain an ongoing commitment to quality, which is
representative
p
of the following
g attributes and traits: accountability,
y,
accuracy, attention to detail, creativity, confidentiality,
conscientiousness, dedication, dependability, determination, efficiency,
integrity, perseverance, respect, thoroughness and timeliness.
They promote stewardship practices that are timely, personalized,
sincere, creative, and flexible.
32
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Practice










They establish metrics and monitor progress to ensure the accuracy and
timeliness of all transactional data.
They abide by applicable government regulations and industry
standards.
t d d
They maintain appropriate and consistent accounting, budgeting and
reporting methodologies.
They continuously pursue opportunities to enhance professional and
personal skills, resulting in the highest levels of service to their donors
and organizations; they seek out information and encourage their staff,
at all levels, to pursue career development opportunities; and they
share freely their knowledge and experience with others, as
pp p
appropriate.
They pursue progressive methods and modifications to improve
conditions for, and benefits to, donors and their organization. They
incorporate innovative management techniques leading to the highest
level of efficiency in operations.
They maximize the utilization of technology in daily operations,
particularly relative to information systems and data management.
They contribute to and employ best practices in all areas of
Advancement Services.
33



Managers and associates meet to jointly distill
3-5 major objectives from job description. Each
objective should be SMART:






Specific – clearly stated
Measurable – measurable outputs defined according
to criteria (quantity, quality, time..)
Attainable – achievable with stretch but still realistic
Relevant – relevant to the business needs and goals
of department/organization
Time-bound – within a clear time-frame

34
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Objectives should include:






Targets to support short-term development
and performance improvement needs
Stretched targets to support longer-term
professional/career growth and development

Weigh objectives in beginning
Track changes in objectives or weights
during year:

35









After half a year, both associate and manager
reflect on the associate’s performance and
objectives
b
The associate provides specific examples of
progress and notes if previously established
objectives remain realistic and achievable
The manager reviews the associate’s comments
and feedback
No Written Rating is provided at mid-year
review:
36
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Have a face-to-face dialogue ensuring no
interruptions or time-constraints. The
conversation should include:




The associate’s progress to-date
A review of objectives to ensure alignment with
organizational needs
A re-alignment of objectives if necessary, to ensure
objectives remain relevant, realistic and achievable

37








5-6 key indices should also be
established for every department
These
h
should
h ld be
b compiled
l d and
d published
bl h d
throughout on a regular basis
We have no secrets!
And we actually are doing something!

38
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Some Advancement Services
benchmarks could include:

















Number of records added; number of
gifts/pledges processed
Number of address changes
Percent improvement in lost alumni
Found phone numbers
Found e-mail addresses
P
Prospects
t rated
t d
Reports written
Report turnaround time
Other examples?
Complaints registered:

39

Every unhappy customer will tell 10-20 other
people about the problems they experienced
with you
Happy customers will relay their experience to
only 3-5 people
Impact from a negative experience is up to 4
times stronger than the positive experience!

40
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More nonprofit audits - 7,861 in ‘08 – 11,449 last year!
C ti
Continued
d ffocus on UBI ((more in
i a bit)
Employment tax reporting practices
Loans to executives, trustees, and key employees
($5MM+ in penalties last year!)
Supporting organization scrutiny
990 Reconstruction:

42
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The redesign of Form 990, the first since 1979, is
based on three g
guiding
gp
principles:
p






Enhancing transparency to provide the IRS and the
public with a realistic picture of the organization, along
with the basis for comparison to other organizations.
Promoting compliance by accurately reflecting the
organization’s operations so the IRS may efficiently
assess the risk of noncompliance
Minimizing the burden on filing organizations (okay –
who believes THAT?).

Highlights of the Draft Redesigned Form 990 (June 14, 2007), irs.gov
43



Among the highlights of the new form






A summary
yp
page
g p
providing
g the organization’s
g
identifying information and a snapshot of the
organization’s key financial, compensation, governance,
and operational information.
A portion of the form requiring governance information
including the composition of the board, and certain
other g
governance and financial statement p
practices.
Schedules that will focus reporting on certain areas of
interest to the public and the IRS: fundraising,
compensation, hospitals, tax exempt bonds and noncash charitable contributions.

Highlights of the Draft Redesigned Form 990 (June 14, 2007), irs.gov
44
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When we cease to be operated exclusively for
exempt purposes:





Must engage primarily in activities that accomplish
exempt purposes
No more than an insubstantial part of our activities
can be for non-exempt purposes

Let’s expand
p
on this:

45





The area of UBI is complex but basically it means
that your organization may not receive income from
a regularly-carried-on
regularly carried on trade or business that is not
related to your mission.
If you generate funds from a business activity but it
is not regular, you will probably have to pay taxes on
that income but it won't jeopardize your tax-exempt
status. An example would be selling merchandise
once a year at a fair.

46
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If your organization earns more than $1000 in
unrelated income during the year, it must file IRS
form
990-T,
Exemptt O
Organization
Business
Income
f
990 T E
i ti B
i
I
Tax Return.
You could be in trouble if UBI takes up more time
and attention than your mission.
There’s a great IRS online tutorial here:


http://www.stayexempt.org/VirtualWorkshop.aspx
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Must not operate for the primary purpose of
conducting a trade or business not related to its
exempt purpose
May not provide commercial-type insurance as
a substantial part of its activities
May not have activities that are illegal
M
Must
satisfy
i f annuall filing
fili requirements
i
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